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About This Document

Intel® Cluster Checker is  a tool that verifies the configuration and performance of 
Linux-based  clusters  and  checks  compliance  with  the  Intel®  Cluster  Ready 
Specification.

This Developer's Guide describes how to use the plug-in architecture to create new 
test modules. An explanation of how to use Intel® Cluster Checker is provided in the 
User's Guide.  

This guide is organized into the following chapters:

Chapter 1 provides an overview of the Intel® Cluster Checker plug-in architecture.

Chapter 2 is a detailed technical description of the plug-in test module API.
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 1. Overview Of The Plug-in Architecture

Intel® Cluster Checker  includes approximately 120 test modules that can be used to 
verify the configuration and performance of Linux-based clusters. Additionally, to 
extend its functionality, the tool allows users to develop their own test modules and 
integrate them to the execution flow.
Intel® Cluster Checker gives the possibility to check user defined configurations using 
the  user-defined checks (described in the User's Guide). This feature fits for most of 
the custom verifications. So, its advisable to read its usage before starting the 
development of a new test module. 

User developed test modules must be written in Perl* scripting language and have the 
format of Perl* modules. The test modules are not executed on the cluster nodes, 
instead they run on the front-end/head node and execute commands remotely using 
ssh (see 2.9.1 for details of the helper functions for remote execution).

Every test module executes independently of each other. The failure of any one does 
not directly impact the others unless they have an internal dependency relation .  In 
this case, when a test module fails, all test modules having dependency on it will be 
skipped.  

To provide a single look-and-feel, a test module should never print to the screen.  It is 
also recommended that it does not read data from an external data file, although 
some may need to do so.  

A test module has at least two functional steps: information collection ('gather') and 
correctness verification of the information gathered ('test').  'Correct' may mean 
matching a certain value, validating uniformity of a value among cluster nodes, or any 
additional custom definition. 

Intel® Cluster Checker has four different classes of test modules to handle different 
natures of verifications.  These classes are:

• unit class: checks ‘correctness’ of nodes. Verify a node property compared to a 
value.

Example : does /tmp have the correct permissions?
• vector class:  checks the ‘uniformity' of a node property across the cluster. 

Example : is the same version of gcc installed on every node?
• span class: verify a ‘cluster-wide’ property compared to a value. 

Example : does a simple MPI program run successfully on the cluster?
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• matrix class: verify a node-to-node (‘pair-wise’ or ‘all-to-all’) property for every 
possible node-to-node combination. 

Example : the network latency and bandwidth for all node pairs meet a 
threshold.

Most test modules are either unit or vector. That is, most verifications are about 
correctness or uniformity.  The span and matrix classes are specialized and are only 
valuable in a few specific cases.  

Below are described the four test module classes in more detail.  In addition to the 
required gather and test steps, a module may posses other optional steps (see chapter 
2 for the complete technical description of the module plug-in API).

 1.1 Unit Class
Test modules of the unit class are specialized to check that individual nodes are 
correct, e.g. a node property is 'correct' if it matches a specific value.  The correctness 
of one node has no effect on other nodes.  For this reason, the gather and test steps 
are performed in parallel on the nodes (Figure 1.)

Figure 1: Execution flow of a unit  Intel®  Cluster Checker test module.   The pre,  
post and post_unit  subroutines are optional.

Examples of unit class test modules are tmp and file_permissions.

 1.2 Vector Class
Vector test modules verify uniformity of the gathered information on all cluster 
nodes.  Therefore, it is necessary to collect information from all nodes before 
performing the testing. 
The gather step may be performed in parallel on the nodes, but the test step must 
examine a vector of data (Figure 2.)  
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Figure 2: Execution flow of a vector  Intel®  Cluster Checker test module.   The 
pre, post,  post_unit  subroutines are optional.

Examples of vector class test modules are core_count, perl and clock_sync .

The vector class is more flexible than the unit class.  The vector class can be used to 
implement unit class modules, albeit less efficiently, by looping over the nodes in the 
test step.  Many vector class test modules possess test steps that combine pure unit 
and vector checks.  For example, the vector class test module gcc checks that gcc 
(GNU* Compiler Collection) can successfully build and run a 'Hello World!' program (a 
property that does not depend on the status of other nodes) and also verifies that the 
gcc version is the same on all the cluster nodes.   

 1.3 Span Class
Test modules in the span class check cluster-wide properties. Since the ‘correctness’ 
verification may require information from all nodes, both gather and test steps use a 
vector of data (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Execution flow of a span   Intel®  Cluster Checker test module.   The pre, 
post and post_unit  subroutines are optional.  

An example of span class is the imkl_hpl test module.

This class is even more flexible than the unit and vector classes. The span class can be 
used to implement unit or vector classes, albeit less efficiently, by looping over the 
nodes in the gather and test step.  
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 1.4 Matrix Class
Test modules in the matrix class are specialized to check node pairs. The matrix class 
maintains the separate gather and test steps, but they are tailored to node pairs 
rather than individual nodes. The gather step may be performed in parallel on the node 
pairs; Intel® Cluster Checker orders the node pairs in groups so that non-overlapping 
node pairs are evaluated in parallel (Figure 4). 
It is possible to configure the tool to not evaluate all possible node pairs to reduce the 
combinatorial explosion as the number of nodes increases (see <alltoall
throttle> in the User's Guide).   

An example of matrix class  is the imb_pingpong_intel_mpi test module.
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Figure 4: Execution flow of a matrix  Intel®  Cluster Checker test module.   The pre, 
pre_unit ,  post,  and post_unit  subroutines are optional .   One or  both of test and 
test_unit  may be defined.
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 2.  Test Module API Description

External Intel® Cluster Checker test modules must be standard Perl* modules that 
interface with the tool via the API defined in this chapter. Every test module must 
have its name defined  in the form package name CLCK::Test::module_name, 
where module_name is the name of the test module.  

The tool searches for external test modules in defined locations.  They may be placed 
in the 'modules' directory in the installation path or at the paths configured in the 
CLCK_MODULES_PATH environment variable.  CLCK_MODULES_PATH may contain 
multiple directories separated by colon.  Regardless of its location, an external test 
module must be explicitly included to be evaluated (see the User's Guide for 
instructions on how to include them).

Every test module must comply with the set of reserved variables and subroutines 
defined by the test module API.   

 2.1 Reserved Variables

$check_compute
Run the test module on nodes of type compute.  The default value is true.  

$check_dedicated_head1

Run the test module on nodes that are exclusively of type head.  

$check_head
Run the test module on nodes of type head.  The default value is true.  

$check_other
Run the test module on nodes of type other.  The default value is true.  

$class
The test module class.  Valid values are unit, vector, span, and matrix.  

@depend

1 This parameter is deprecated and should no longer be used.  It is provided for backwards 
compatibility only.
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A list of other test modules names that the test module one depends upon. If
any of these fail and the current one does not have the 
resolve_dependency() routine call, it will be skipped. 

$description
The short description to be displayed in the output report.

$level
The check level of the test module (see the level command line option in 
the User's Guide).  Fast, non-intrusive tests modules should be assigned a low 
level (e.g. 1) while slow, intrusive ones should be assigned higher levels.  The 
default value is 1.  

$long_check

If this parameter is set, the tool will print a message informing the user that
the test module may take a long time to complete. The value of the parameter 
is the cluster size (in number of nodes) for which this test module is expected 
to take long time to execute. In clusters with number of nodes equal or higher 
to this value the message will be printed. 

$pod
A string containing the Perl* Plain Old Documentation (POD) for the test 
module.  

$user
True or false value specifying if the test module can be run by a non-privileged 
user.  The default value is true.  

$version
The version of the test module.  

 2.2 Reserved Subroutines

The following subroutines are recognized by all module classes:
gather() : mandatory in all test modules classes
pre()  : optional
post() : optional
post_unit() : optional
resolve_dependency() : optional
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test() : mandatory in all test modules classes

The following subroutine names are recognized by the matrix class only:
pre_unit() : optional
test_unit() : optional

 2.3 Unit Test Modules

Unit test modules check the correctness of a node setting.  The values gathered from 
a node are compared against the configured ones. The result of a node is independent 
from the results in other ones.

resolve_dependency(...) :optional
The routine is called before any other one.  If this routine returns true, the test 
module is evaluated despite one or more failed dependencies.  If a test module 
does not contain this routine, it will be skipped if any dependencies fail.  This 
routine is available for all test modules classes (unit, vector, span, matrix) and 
has the same behavior in all of them. 

argument 1: a reference to the array of failed dependencies.
argument 2: a reference to the array of skipped dependencies.
return value: true or false.

pre(...) :optional
The routine is called once before gather().  Has the same behavior  on all test 
modules classes. 

argument 1: a reference to the array of node names.
argument 2: a reference to a hash containing the configuration for this test 

module only.
argument 3: a reference to a hash containing the entire configuration for the 

tool.
argument 4: a copy of the node type object (see 2.8 for details of the object).
return value: true if successful, false otherwise.

gather(...) :required
The routine is called N times, where N is the number of nodes.  The gathers are 
executed in parallel on all nodes.  Has  the same behavior on the  vector class.
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argument 1: the name of the node.
argument 2: a reference to a hash containing the configuration for this test 

module only.
argument 3: a reference to a hash containing the entire configuration for the 

tool.
argument 4: a copy of the node type object (see 2.8 for details of the object).
return value: a scalar or a reference to a more complex data type. This will be 
sent to the test() routine. 

test(...) :required
The routine is only aware of the data on a single node and it is called N times, 
where N is the number of nodes.  

argument 1: the return value from gather().  May be a scalar value or a 
reference to a more complex data type.

argument 2: a reference to a hash containing the configuration for this test 
module only.

argument 3: the name of the node corresponding to the data in the first 
argument.

argument 3: a reference to a hash containing the entire configuration for the 
tool.

argument 5: a copy of the node type object (see 2.8 for details of the object).
return value: an CLCK::Result::Message object, or a reference to an array 

of CLCK::Result::Message objects (see 2.7 or details of the 
object).

post(...) :optional
The routine is called once after the test() routine. Has the same behavior on 
the  vector, span and matrix classes. 

argument 1: a reference to the array of node names.
argument 2: a reference to a hash containing the configuration for this test 

module only.
argument 3: a reference to a hash containing the entire configuration for the 

tool.
argument 4: a copy of the node type object (see 2.8 for details of the object).
return value: none.

post_unit(...) :optional
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The routine is called N times, where N is the number of nodes.  The  execution 
is performed in parallel on all nodes and is called after the post() routine. Has 
the same behavior on the vector and span classes.  

argument 1: the name of the node.
argument 2: a reference to a hash containing the configuration for this test 

module only.
argument 3: a reference to a hash containing the entire configuration for the 

tool.
argument 4: a copy of the node type object (see 2.8 for details of the object).
return value: none.

 2.4 Vector Test Modules

Vector test modules check the uniformity of a node setting over the whole cluster. 
The following routines have the same behavior and parameters than their unit class 
counterpart: gather(), pre(), post(), post_unit() and 
resolve_dependency(); see 2.3 for the description of these routines.

test(...) :required
The routine is aware of the data collected on all nodes and is called  once 
regardless of the number of nodes.

argument 1: a reference to a hash containing the return values from 
gather().  The hash keys are the node names.

argument 2: a reference to a hash containing the configuration for this test 
module only.

argument 3: a reference to a hash containing the entire configuration for the 
tool.

argument 4: a copy of the node type object (see 2.8 for details of the object).
return value: an CLCK::Result::Message object, or a reference to an array 

of CLCK::Result::Message objects (see 2.7 or details of the 
object).

 2.5 Span Test Modules
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Span test modules check the cluster as a whole.  The following routines have the 
same behavior and parameters than their unit class counterpart:  pre(), post(), 
post_unit() and resolve_dependency(); see 2.3 for the description of these 
routines.  The span test() routine is identical to its vector class counterpart; see see 
2.4 for the description of this routine.

gather(...) :required
The routine is called once.  

argument 1: a reference to the array of node names. 
argument 2: a reference to a hash containing the configuration for this test 

module only.
argument 3: a reference to a hash containing the entire configuration for the 

tool.
argument 4: a copy of the node type object (see 2.8 for details of the object).
return value: a scalar or a reference to a more complex data type. This will be 

sent to the test() routine. 

 2.6 Matrix Test Modules

Matrix modules check node pairs.  The following routines have the same behavior and 
parameters than their unit class counterpart: pre(), post(), and 
resolve_dependency(); see 2.3 for the description of these routines.

pre_unit(...) :optional
The routine is called N times, where N is the number of nodes.  It is executed in 
parallel on all nodes and is called btween pre() and gather().    

argument 1: the name of the node.
argument 2: a reference to a hash containing the configuration for this test 

module only.
argument 3: a reference to a hash containing the entire configuration for the 

tool.
argument 4: a copy of the node type object (see 2.8 for details of the object).
return value: true if successful, false otherwise.
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gather(...) :required
The routine is called once per node pair,  typically NxN times where N is the 
number of nodes. However, this can be modified with the <alltoall
throttle> configuration tag (see the User's Guide for details).  It is executed 
in parallel on all non-overlapping node pairs.

argument 1: the name of the left node.
argument 2: the name of the right node.
argument 3: a reference to a hash containing the configuration for this test 

module only.
argument 4: a reference to a hash containing the entire configuration for the 

tool.
argument 5: a copy of the node type object (see 2.8 for details of the object).
return value: a scalar value, either a scalar or a reference to a more complex 

data type. This will be sent to the test() routine. 

test(...) :at least one of test() or test_unit() is required
The routine is aware of the data collected on all node pairs and is called once 
regardless of the number of node pairs.  

argument 1: a reference to a hash containing the return values from 
gather().  
argument 2: a reference to a hash containing the configuration for this test 

module only.
argument 3: a reference to a hash containing the entire configuration for the 

tool.
argument 4: a copy of the node type object (see 2.8 for details of the object).
return value: an CLCK::Result::Message object, or a reference to an array of 
CLCK::Result::Message objects (see 2.7 or details of the object).

test_unit(...) :at least one of test() or test_unit() is required
The routine is only aware of the data for a single node pair and is called once 
per node pair (typically NxN times where N is the number of nodes, but see 
<alltoallthrottle>).  It is called after the test() routine.

argument 1: the return value from gather().
argument 2: a reference to a hash containing the configuration for this test 

module only.
argument 3: the name of the left node corresponding to the data in the first 

argument.
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argument 4: the name of the right node corresponding to the data in the first 
argument.

argument 5: a reference to a hash containing the entire configuration for the 
tool.

argument 6: a copy of the node type object (see 2.8 for details of the object).
return value: an CLCK::Result::Message object, or a reference to an array 
of CLCK::Result::Message objects.

 2.7 CLCK: :Result : :Message Object

The test() and test_unit() routines must return a CLCK::Result::Message 
object, or a reference to an array of CLCK::Result::Message objects.  An instance 
of a CLCK::Result::Message object defines a result of a test module.

Since all test modules must return a CLCK::Result::Message object, they  must 
load the CLCK::Result::Message package via 'use CLCK::Result::Message'.

The public CLCK::Result::Message routines are:

new(...)
unit, vector, and span test modules:

argument 1: the node name .

matrix test modules:
argument 1: the 'left' node name.
argument 2: the 'right' node name.

description(...)
argument 1: the sub-test description (optional).
return value: the description passed.

value(...)
argument 1: the diagnostic output (optional).
return value: the value of the diagnostic passed.

pass()
Flag the result as valid.

fail()
Flag the result as invalid.
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indeterminate()
Flag the result as neither valid nor invalid.  

 2.8 Node Type Object

Intel® Cluster Checker supports the verification of heterogeneous clusters using the 
'group' feature to differentiate configurations according to nodes bill of materials. 
Refer to the User's Guide for a full description of this feature. 

Typically clusters are composed of many individual nodes where some nodes are used 
as computational resources, some are used to control the cluster, and some may be 
used for other purposes, such as storage servers.  Intel® Cluster Checker recognizes 
three functional types of nodes: compute, head, and other (see the User's Guide for 
more details). 

Information about a node’s types and groups is stored in an object of class Node.  A 
copy of this object is passed as argument to most of the modules reserved 
subroutines.  

Some test modules may need to treat differently nodes of different types at the 
moment of gathering information or testing correctness. Therefore, the node object 
provides several routines for dealing with the types of a node.  Below is the list of 
available routines: 

is_type_compute(...)

argument 1: a node name.
return value: true if the node is type compute, false otherwise.

is_type_head(...)

argument 1: a node name.
return value: true if the node is type head, false otherwise.

is_type_other(...)

argument 1: a node name.
return value: true if the node is type other, false otherwise.

type_complement(...)
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argument 1: a node type (compute, head, other)..
return value: an array with the list of nodes that do not belong to that type.

type_difference(...)

argument 1: a node type (compute, head, other).
argument 2: a node type (compute, head, other).
return value: an array with the list of nodes that belong to the first type but 

not the second type.

type_intersection(...)

argument 1: a node type (compute, head, other).
argument 2: a node type (compute, head, other).
return value: an array with the list of nodes that belong to both types.

type_union(...)

argument 1: a node type (compute, head, other).
argument 2: a node type (compute, head, other).
return value: an array with the list of nodes that belong to at least one of the 

specified types.

types(...)
argument 1: a node name.
return value:  an array with list of types to which the node belongs.

get_type(...)

argument 1: a node type (compute, head, other).
return value: array with the list of nodes that belong to that type.

 2.9 Provided Helper Routines

Several common utility functions are provided in the CLCK::Common module.  A test 
module is not required to use these routines, but it is highly recommended.  A test 
module should load the CLCK::Common package and explicitly name the functions 
that are used, e.g.:
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use CLCK::Common qw(remote_cmd remote_get remote_put 
remote_tempdir);

When running the tool in debugging mode, these functions log their input and output 
to the dubug files in order to provide troubleshooting help.

 2.9.1 Remote Execution

The following helper routines are provided for remote execution of commands and file 
transfer between the machine running the tool and other nodes. 

remote_cmd(...)
Execute a command on a cluster node.

argument 1: the name of the node.
argument 2: the command to be executed.
return value: If called in scalar context, a string containing STDOUT and 

STDERR, including newlines.  If called in array context, STDOUT 
will be the first element and STDERR will be the second element.

Example:
scalar context:  my $output = remote_cmd($node, $command);
array context:  my ($stdout,$stderr) = remote_cmd($node, $command);

remote_get(...)
Copy a file from a node to the system running the tool.

argument 1: the name of the source node.
argument 2: the path to the file on the source node.
argument 3: the path to the file on the system where the tool is running.  If 

not specified, the default value is identical to the source path.
return value: 1 if successful, undefined if not.

remote_put(...)
Copy a file to a node from the system running the tool.

argument 1: the name of the destination node.
argument 2: the path to the file on the system where the tool is running.
argument 3: the path to the file on the destination node.  If not specified, the 

default value is identical to the source path.
return value: 1 if successful, undefined if not.
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remote_tempdir(...)
Create a temporary directory on a cluster node.  The directory is created by 
default in /tmp. However, the destination can be configured with the 
CLCK_NODE_TEMPDIR environment variable (see the User's Guide for details). 
The folder is created with the format 'clckidentifier.XXXXXX'.  

argument 1: the name of the destination node.
argument 2: the identifier included in the directory name.
return value: the path to the temporary directory.

 2.9.2 Local Execution

The following helper routines are provided for local execution of commands and file 
handling.

local_tempfile(...)
Create a file in the node running the tool.  

argument 1: the path name of the file.
argument 2: the permissions to be used during file creation.
return value: a file handle scalar object.

local_tempdir(…)
Create a temporary directory in the node running the tool.  

argument 1: an string to be used as part of the directory name.
return value: the path to the temporary directory.

local_cmd(…)
Execute a command on the node running the tool.

argument 1: the command to be executed.
return value: If called in scalar context, a string containing STDOUT and 

STDERR, including newlines.  If called in array context, STDOUT 
will be the first element and STDERR will be the second element.

Example:
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scalar context:  my $output = remote_cmd($node, $command);
array context:  my ($stdout,$stderr) = remote_cmd($node, $command);

 2.9.3 Debugging Messages

When debugging is enabled the tool will create debugging files (one per test module) 
with commands executed and their output (see the User's Guide for details on how to 
enable debugging). All routines form 2.9.1 and 2.9.2 will create log entries. 
For the cases when the developer needs to dump additional information to the 
debugging files the API provides a couple of extra logging routines. These routines 
produce the same log entry than local_cmd() and remote_cmd() respectively, 
with the difference that the commands are NOT realy executed. Therefore, the 
STDOUT and  STDERR must be provided.

local_debug(…)
When executing in debugging mode, prints the provided command, output and 
error into the respective debug file.

argument 1: the dummy command.
argument 2: the dummy STDOUT content.
argument 3: the dummy STDERR content.
return value: always undefined.

remote_debug(…)
When executing in debugging mode, prints the provided command, output and 
error into the respective debug file.

argument 1: the name of the node.
argument 2: the dummy command.
argument 3: the dummy STDOUT content.
argument 4: the dummy STDERR content.
return value: always undefined.

 2.9.4 Cleanup 

The following helper routines are provided for cleanup of temporary files.

local_cleanup(…)
Removes the directory created by local_tempdir(). 
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argument 1: a string to be used as part of the directory name.
return value: always undefined.

remote_cleanup(…)
Removes the directory created by remote_tempdir() on a given node. The 
CLCK_NODE_TEMPDIR variable affects its behavior (see the User's Guide for 
details).

argument 1: the name of the node.
argument 2: an string to be used as part of the directory name.
return value: always undefined.
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